Abstract-Games players usually get addicted to video games in general and more specifically to those that are usually played over the internet. These players prefer to stay at home and play games rather than playing sports or outdoor games. This paper presents a proposal that aims to implement a simple way to let video games players exercise in order to play. The proposal targets games where players virtually live inside a certain area such as a forest, city or a war zone. Their aim is to explore the area, capture, kill and avoid being killed by something or someone. A costumed built treadmill acting as a movement capture device is proposed to capture players' commands for movements. These movements include Running, walking, Stopping, and Turning. In that way, the players enjoy exercising as well as playing the game. However, sooner or later, the players get exhausted driving them to exit the game. That way, we believe that such a proposal would keep players healthy, and reduce the chance of addiction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computer and video games have come a long way since Space Invaders and Pac Man. Video games are becoming increasingly complex, detailed, and compelling to a growing international audience of players. Today's games are much more interesting, and the technology has advanced to the point where a gamer can become immersed in a multimedia-enabled 'virtual reality' or 'alternate world'. With better graphics, more realistic characters, and greater strategic challenges, it's not surprising that some teens would rather play the latest video game than hang out with friends, play sports, or even watch television. Some games, especially online role playing games, can become a substitute for 'real life', and players can become immersed in the experience of living in an imaginary world. Some gamers report that they play games to escape things like family or personal problems -in a similar way to people who use drugs or alcohol to escape their problems.
Although gaming addiction is not yet officially recognized as a diagnosable disorder by the American Medical Association, there is increasing evidence that people of all ages, especially teens and pre-teens, are facing very real, sometimes severe consequences associated with compulsive use of video and computer games.
Thus, people can become addicted to games. Young gamers have shown similar symptoms to people who have drug or alcohol dependence -an inability to stop playing.
Of course, all gamers are not addicts -many teens can play video games a few hours a week, successfully balancing school activities, grades, friends, and family obligations. But for some, gaming has become an uncontrollable compulsion. Studies [1] estimate that 10 percent to 15 percent of gamers exhibit signs that meet the World Health Organization's criteria for addiction. Just like gambling and other compulsive behaviors, teens can become so enthralled in the fantasy world of gaming that they neglect their family, friends, work, and school. Many children spend hours a day on computers, so much so that computers have become a primary source of entertainment for them, as well as a convenient baby-sitter for parents.
In reference [2] by Ricky Lam, many controversial cases in which addicted players commits suicide, murder, or robbery, caused death to negligence, or skipped school were listed. For instance, case number 2, a seventeen-year-old Daniel Petric murdered his mother and injured his father after they refused to let him play an online game named Halo 3. Also, just a week ago, among the ridiculous calls that people made to Emergency 999 in 2012 which the UK police revealed was a midnight call of a father to a 14 year old son who was ignoring his parents' pleas to switch a video game off and get some sleep [3] .
In the following section, we will present few of the symptoms and injuries that addicted gamers usually start developing. Next in section 3, solutions proposed by literature and concerned centers will be presented. Section 4, will cover existing tools offered to players to capture real life movements and interpret them into games commands. Then, the costumed build treadmill will be proposed before we conclude.
II. SYMPTOMS AND POSSIBLE INJURIES
Addicted gamers usually try to be with the computer as much as possible, and in many cases, such gamers lose their confidence; they cannot involve with the social world in real time and they cannot communicate and compete with other people. When such thing happened, it means that they need video game addiction treatment as soon as possible.
In other words, computer game addiction can be diagnosed with a few easily spotted signs. They include but not restricted to:
 School grades dropping  Avoiding other commitments in order to be with the computer (wagging school, stopping participation in sport)
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RSI (Repetitive Strain Injury) for instance can be developed from playing games or sitting at the computer too long, or repeating certain movements, eg. clicking a mouse button. For gamers or heavy computer users, it's common to get RSI in the wrist. This results from the tendons in the arm and wrist being overworked, causing the tendons and the tissue covering the tendons to become inflamed and sore. Other overuse problems such as neck pains, tingling in the fingers, black rings in the skin under the eyes and muscular stiffness in the shoulders may also be developed from excessing playing.
To summarize, video games can cause injury and addiction. The following section presents solutions which specialists believe that may deal with the injury and addiction problems.
III. POSSIBLE SOLUTION
Many of the discussed injuries may be avoided by taking breaks while playing. This helps the player's body to avoid MSDs. Also players must make sure that their positions when playing do not encourage discomfort. Whereas, to avoid addiction problems, we believe that there are three ways to approach this: through parents, through offering alternatives, and through exercising to play.
A. Parents' supervision
Increase parental supervision and parental control may help in avoiding games addictions. Some Consoles like the PS3, Xbox360, Wii, and the PSP have parental control. Parental supervision and control can also be in the form of setting boundaries as to how long the child can be playing games/chatting on the computer. Furthermore, it is suggested that rewarding children with computer time for doing something, like completing an assignment, would make them feel like no one is trying to 'stop' them from using the computer as such, and thus helps.
B. Finding alternatives:
There are many alternatives to computer games and computers in general for entertainment. They include:
 Playing a sport with friends  Going out often  Eating at a restaurant  Getting involved with a local recreational group  Drawing
C. Exercising while playing
So far, exercising while playing has been presented to the gamers as a way to increase the joy when playing, such as in MSE Weibull Virtual Theater. Giving gamers a feeling of the real world through virtual reality is an exciting challenge. Another reason for exercising while playing is to practice and improve certain physical skills of the player, such as in Tacx. Both examples will be addressed later. Regardless whether the reason for exercising is to enjoy the game more, or to improve certain physical skills, or to get the chance to play if one is prevented from playing by parents or self-control, players sooner or later will get exhausted, and consequently quit playing for the day. These three different reasons could be classified under playing while exercising, exercising while playing, and exercising to play.
As long as players do exercise, addition will not be of a concern. In what follows, we will give a history to the introduction of body interaction in games, and then we will present some recent tools or controllers that are used to interpret and perceive body motions. In section ??, we will propose our vision to a tool that could be used to reduce games addiction by exercising to play, before we state our conclusion.
IV. HISTORY TO BODY INTERACTIONS IN GAMES
In 1996, Mandala Gesture Xtreme (GX) System [4] became the first commercial arcade application using computer vision. Instead of a projector, the system used a large CRT display, which changed the player's experience where the player could move with more confidence. In 2001, Intel®PlayTM Me2Cam Virtual Game System [5] was the first home product released. At the time, when an average PC screen was a 15" CRT display, it was difficult to play, due to the small screen size. It was hard to see the action on the screen. The recent commercial success of Sony PlayStation Eyetoy [6] and Nintendo Wii [7] , which are not a "proper" full body interactive game, introduced the idea of a computer body interaction, full body interaction, and physically interactive games, i.e. games where the main interaction device is a user's body. The user's action was finally moved to take place in front of a large screen (i.e. TV display), where there was more space available for the physical gameplay.
Early design projects in full body interaction games such as those in [8] [9] presented principals for game design. Labanotation has been used in the interaction design context to evaluate Eyetoy Sony PlayStation games [10] and it provided a valuable foundation for the design of movement based interaction. Work of QuiQui Giant Bounce [11] and Kick Ass www.ijacsa.thesai.org Kung-fu [12] focused around transforming the user movement into the gameplay.
Fairly new types of games called massively multiplayer online role-playing game, (MMORPG), have recently been developed and became very popular in a short time. A very large number of players interact with one another within a virtual game world. Players assume the role of a character (often in a fantasy world) and take control over many of that character's actions. MMORPGs are distinguished by the number of its players, and by the game's persistent world which continues to exist and evolve while the player is offline and away from the game. Worldwide revenues for MMORPGs exceeded half a billion dollars in 2005, [14] and Western revenues exceeded US$1 billion in 2006, [15] . In 2008, Western consumer spending on subscription MMOGs grew to $1.4 billion [16] . World of Warcraft, a popular MMORPG, has more than 10 million subscribers as of February 2012. [17] Star Wars: The Old Republic, released in 2011, became the world's 'Fastest-Growing MMO Ever' after gaining 1 million subscribers within the first three days of its launch [18, 19] .
In these games, the movement commands, which are walking and running, as well as in other similar games such as Runescape, Tibia, Call of duty, assassin's creed, Starcraft, Prius Online, Gears of War, Second Life, Legend of Mir, Halo, and Everquest, are controlled via one of the following methods: Although, a small background application can be developed to convert one approach to another, the paper's proposal works with only the second approach in which keystrokes or joysticks commands dictates the moving direction of the virtual player within the game.
V. OFF SHELF AND SPECIAL CONTROLLERS FOR MOTION
CAPTURE In this section, we will introduce the most popular off shelf motion controllers that could be used for playing at home. PlayStation Move is a motion-sensing game controller platform for the PlayStation 3 (PS3) video game console by Sony Computer Entertainment (SCE). Based around a handheld motion controller wand, PlayStation Move uses the PlayStation Eye camera to track the wand's position, and inertial sensors in the wand to detect its motion. It was first revealed on 2 June 2009, [20] . Kinect is another controller but designed for Xbox 360. Kinect is a motion sensing input device by Microsoft for the Xbox 360 video game console and Windows PCs. Based around a webcam-style add-on peripheral for the Xbox 360 console, it enables users to control and interact with the Xbox 360 without the need to touch a game controller, through a natural user interface using gestures and spoken commands, [21] . It was aimed at broadening the Xbox 360's audience beyond its typical gamer base. It gives the experience of a controller-free gaming that involves a full body play.
Wii MotionPlus was developed by Nintendo in collaboration with game development tool company AiLive, [22] . The device incorporates a dual-axis [23] tuning fork gyroscope, [24] and a single-axis gyroscope which can determine rotational motion. The information captured by the angular rate sensor can then be used to distinguish true linear motion from the accelerometer readings. This allows for the capture of more complex movements. It was shown to the public at ITEC 2011 for the first time. It facilitates omnidirectional unrestricted walking in the infinite virtual environment, within a finite real world footprint. The increased immersion is claimed to lead to a giant leap towards convergence of the real and the virtual world has been taken.
The WIZDISH™ locomotion platform, [27] , is another controller similar to a treadmill but with no moving parts. It offers the navigation for Virtual Reality and Immersive Worlds. The users experienced when using wizdish [27] is claimed to be similar to a regular treadmill. The player stands on a slick concave disk, as shown in Figure 2 , which minimizes friction under foot so the player can shuffle along in place, pretending to walk around. Although, all these controller or approaches may come close to satisfy our objective, which is to reduce games addiction, but not exactly. Players would stop playing their session once they get bored and not once they get tired. Thus, this may prevent them from using these controllers again. Our www.ijacsa.thesai.org proposal aims to get players to sweat while playing. If one puts more efforts in each move, then the outcome would be different and shorter durations per session would make players get tired and have better chance to get back and use the same setup when play again. Figure 3 shows another setup where players put greater efforts in the moves.
Tacx has created a video game to link cycling around the world and to offer a way to exercise at any time regardless to the weather situation. Tacx' has become a household name for cyclists all over the world. They offered their customers Virtual Reality trainers through software programs and cycling films a unique experience in virtual worlds. They connect the bicycle to a rotation speed sensor as well as sensors for the left and right turnings. The cyclist then rides and starts playing or exercising. However, the main objective behind this is to exercise rather than play.
Finally, the closest to our proposal is Gamerunner [28] . It was an attempt to exhaust the player using a treadmill as a controller which was made available in February 2011. It was yet another way to blend exercise and gaming. As seen in the Figure 4 , it was mounted by a joystick to control moving directions and other gamming tools. The Gamerunner is a person-powered treadmill that features 17 buttons and a handlebar that can be turned for looking or moving. 
VI. PROPOSAL
This paper proposes a controller that adopts the idea of exhausting the player while playing a video game to avoid long playing sessions; hence, neither reaching a state where the player may start feeling bored, nor playing for long which may lead to addiction.
We believe the presented earlier GameRunner is a good choice; however, keeping the players' hands on the mounted handler all the time, is something that is not preferred by players. This would unfortunately reduce the feeling of excitement when playing the game; thus giving players more reasons for not getting back to the same setup when playing again.
Considering the Call of Duty game, for instance, this paper proposes modifications to the GameRunner in order to give the player more of a feeling to the convergence of the real and the virtual worlds. Keeping in mind that the player may sweat while playing, the addiction becomes of a no concern when playing video games.
The primary modification proposed is to make the fixed handler portable, or at least to split it into two pieces: one that is portable and another that is fixed. The portable handler could be in the form of a wireless joystick or fake machine gun (in case of a FPS, First Person Shooter, game) that includes few buttons which are responsible for the most frequent commands, such as Fire, Crouch, Stand, prone, and Jump as well as Looking left or right. That way, the player will have his/her hands off the treadmill and on the device that may resemble the virtual device being carried in the game.
The proposal classifies the commands offered by the game into three: Frequent, Motion based, and Optional. It distributes these commands over three devices. The frequent commands, such as those mentioned earlier, will be placed on the portable handler (or machine gun). The treadmill will include the motion based commands, such as Running, walking, and moving left or right. While the optional (or least used) commands such as Equipment and Inventory will be placed on the fixed handler, or added to the portable handler, if fixed handler is chosen not to exist. Moreover, the treadmill speed triggers, such as to increase or reduce as well as to come to a gradual full stop will be added to the frequent commands.
To implement the four Motion-based commands on the treadmill, namely: Running, Walking, and Moving left or right, first the rotation sensor similar to that used by Tacx will be used to indicate Running and walking.
This will basically translate the motor speed to the appropriate command based on a preset threshold. Second, for moving right and left, two concave slim switches are installed beneath the front sides of the rotating belt of the treadmill: one under the right-front, and another under the left-front corners, as shown in the Figure 5 . Once a player steps on the center of any of these two switches, it will indicate moving left or right.
Each right or left switch press will represent a number of keystrokes used to control left or right movements depending on its sequence number, up to a specific maximum value. If the maximum is four, for instance, then the first step on a switch will represent one keystroke; the second will represent two keystrokes, and so on till either the switch is not stepped on it for some time that is long enough to break the sequence or a maximum of four keystrokes is reached. Breaking the sequence will result in the sequence reset.
90 | P a g e www.ijacsa.thesai.org The portable handler, in turn, is similar to a wireless keyboard providing the needed keystrokes to represent both frequent and optional commands (which also could include the right and left moving buttons, as alternatives to stepping on the switches). For the mouse pointer, which is used to look left or right, there are many ways to connect the portable handler with a wireless Motion sensing air mouse, such as Measy RC11 [29] or Flymouse Mouse [30] . We could also provide a webcam and object motion tracker software to detect motion produced by the head of the player or the tip of the portable handler. One example of such software that is available as a freeware is Camera Mouse 2013 [31] . A snapshot of the software settings is shown in Figure 6 . That way, if the player turns his/her head left, the mouse will follow which consequently will be perceived as a look-left command in the Call of Duty game. VII. CONCLUSION The paper has discussed the issue of games addiction that many players may be suffering from. Such a phenomenon has recently been bubbling up to the surface and becoming the concern of not only parents but also the society. The paper presented the symptoms that may appear on people who may be addicted to games or are becoming ones, as well as the possible injuries. The paper then drives the readers towards discussing possible solutions to avoid such a problem. It then focuses on one of these possible solutions by presenting the available tools and devices that could be used within the solution category. After discussing the drawback of them, it proposes one that is believed to have overcome most of these drawbacks, except one. The proposal of this paper suffers from the same problem that most of the other pieces of gaming exercise equipment have suffered: its size. With the advent of more family friendly consoles, like the 360, that problem would grow. However, self or parental control would then be necessary to offer such a proposal as a way to allow players to play without imposing any time control, yet with the confidence that such a setup will lead to no addiction.
